1984 honda magna bobber

The world of motorcycles and bikes is a fascinating one. There are several enthusiasts for these
too. While the style and version of the bikes might vary, the love for riding remains the same.
This kind of love was received for the Magna Bobber. This Magna Bobber actually known as the
Honda Magna was basically a cruiser motorcycle. The Magna Bobber was made during the
period from to and then again from to The engine was initially introduced in Magna Bobber and
also the Sabre in the year This was seen as a milestone concerning the evolution of
motorcycles. The one major setback was that the decrease in the motorcycle sales, which was
happening after the boom in the period of s. Though these sets of bikes did seem to stand out
in terms of quality and features, however, it seemed to be a bit costly in comparison with the
timeline. Since the market was already going low, it was difficult to sell such a costly bike in that
space. This was followed by a downfall in the period of where the bike seemed to witness
certain manufacturing and engineering problems. However, there were some highlight stories to
the bike like the one by Doris Maron. She was a grandmother from Canada who managed to tour
the whole world in this bike solo. This was even performed without the help of any assistance
crew, which usually accompanies riders in such a tour. During the years of to , the Honda
Magna managed to include some unique features to it, in the cruiser market which was
dominated by the V-twin engines. The mentioned V-4 engine did manage to give a balance
between the torque for high horsepower and for good acceleration. The bike managed to give a
smooth delivery of power in comparison with the V-twin. This was possible because of the
degree layout which enabled less primary vibration along with the four-cylinder helping
smoothness. The bike was also able to give a top speed along with a high redline. Factors like
large piston diameter, short stroke, and good engine balance added to these benefits. Apart
from the mentioned engine aspects the bike also had transmission of six-speed which paved
way for the good economy even at high speeds. The bike also came up with water cooling along
with a shaft drive which was seen in early Honda's. Though the shaft seemed to take some
power during the low-speed driving or inside the town, it did manage to give almost free
maintenance. X Shopping Cart 0. Honda Magna Bobber Kit The world of motorcycles and bikes
is a fascinating one. Leave a comment. Post comment. Recent Posts. Loud Pipes Save Lives
Decal. Impressum Datenschutz. This website uses JavaScript to apply discounts. To be eligible
for discounts, please enable JavaScript for your browser. Enter your discount code here.
Discount code not found. The edition of the LA Calendar Motorcycle Show continued its now
year tradition as the premier outdoor streetbike event in America with producer photographer
Jim Gianatsis moving the show this year to the beautiful green lawns of the Malibu Golf Course
among the twisty canyon roads in the Santa Monica Mountains alongside the Pacific Ocean.
Described as a cafe racer with a bobber twist, the Lito SORA claims a top speed of mph and a
range of miles in the city and more than 52 miles at highway speeds. Star Motorcycles has done
everything a company can to attract attention to the Bolt. Well, everything short of the
Oprah-esque trick of telling a crowd to look under their seats for the key to their new bikes.
Need reasons to come? Bobber Bobber Motorcycles. This bike is something that a project bike.
Someone that had it before head taking off all of the wiring. So all of the wiring is fairly new
wiring harness, new paint, New paint on the frame as well. Have salvage title for motor as well
as the bill of sale for Paughco frame"numbers stamped in frame by Paughco" owner will need to
have bike inspected to be registered have all necessary paperwork. It is a Bar Burner with small
peanut tank that has around 2 gallons capacity. This is a Cali Bobber, built by a reputable shop.
Redemption Cycles California. Bike is c Bobber Custom. Hello Folks! What you have here is a
Honda Shadow Spirit customized as one "badass midnight bobber". This bike is a beast. You
can not pass up owning this one of a kind motorcycle built by Russell Mitchell Exile
Motorcycles. This is a beast of a bike!! This machine was built for not only speed and function
but for the flowing lines as you can see. The massive 23" front tire and the outrageous mm rear
gives this machine the ability to not only have a different stance than most motorcycles but
offers a ride that is unreal. BLACK 16" 1. This build was just completed and road tested. Have a
lot of custom fabrication done to it. Added 14 inch Chrome Ape Hangers, rear foot pegs and
extended front controls. Bought brand new off show room floor in I've changed gaskets and had
heads machined but still leaks. Smooth, low and fast With that being said, its not only the style
of the machine with its unique flowing lines but also the seat, hand, and foot position that truly
lets you be a part of the machine. The motorcycle is also not a little bike like so many others, it
measures an whopping eight foot long and riders that are six foot plus look more fitted than any
other bike in the market place. This bike is in beautiful condition. I am the only owner. I rode it
quite a bit the year I bought it and only a handful of times since. Extremely LOW miles for the
year! Set up with revtech with 6 speed, 3" bdl open primary. Motorcycle made in In the bike was
rebuilt in the custom shop. Shipping cost included in the price. It was built using a Flyrite
Bobber frame. Fresh build. Donor bike was a 94 XL with original miles. Have built a few of these

over the years, mainly for the therapeutic garage time. Low mileage Goldwing. Miles are 23,
Original odometer will go with the bike. This is a very nice running Wing. Starts very easily.
Runs very strong. Obviously, the bike has been heavily customized. Bike's curb weight has
been pared down to a scant lbs. Consider the bike's customized new look, along with the lighter
weight and tuning modifications made, and that equals less weight plus more horsepower, so
you not only have a bike that will strike positive conversations with the crowd. It will also lay
down an impressive patch of rubber when leaving. Front forks have been shortened and are
equipped with Redwing override springs. Handlebars are shortened flat-track style. New clutch
master cylinder and new brake master cylinder, new LeFossi brake lines front and back, new
mini black speedo, new Volar speedo cable and throttle cable, new chrome tight-radius throttle
control. New grips. AMF headlight with double rings. Gas tank is vintage Kawasaki KZ Has been
lined, and comes with new key. Paint on tank is Omni Satin Black. Made in America graphics are
7-year vinyl. Can be left as is or easily removed. La Rosa solo seat black tuck 'n' roll with red
stitching. Blinkers front and back are from Krator very nice quality with thick chrome. Drag
Specialties chrome vintage-style side mount with Duolamp tail light. Rear shocks are stock
Goldwing. They have been rebuilt and are using Redwing override springs as well. Carbs have
been gone through with parts replaced, as needed. Original spark plug wires have been
replaced with Red Dynatek wires. Chrome headers are supplied by MAC, with custom made
shorty mufflers. Bike has all new wiring throughout, and includes a high-output sealed battery.
We offer motorcycle rentals and arrange fantastic motorcycle tours from both locations during
the riding season. Our showroom is open Monday - Thursday A. This bike is a Suzuki S40 that
has been converted into a hardtail bobber this past year. I bought this bike as a stock S40 in
October with miles. Rolling frame with motor. Build your own bike from this solid powerplant!
Comes with all new wiring harness and electronics in tact. Ran until stripped. These guys only
build one to two bikes a year so the attention to detail is incredible. Custom built Suzuki GS this
bike runs and rides great. Has tons of power. Custom bobber built by Design Worx. Frame,
bars,rims and alot of parts copper plated then antiqued. Runs and drives great. Up for sale is a
Grandure Cycle Mike Phillips bad ass bobber. This bike is a head turner and a blast to ride. It's
got a revtech ci motor with compression releases. Joker controls. I have too may bikes and toys
so its time to let this one go. Its a rigid bobber with a Pughco frame. I made custom air bags
under the seat so you get the look and ride of a rigid but it cruises and goes down the road soft
and smooth. Has a 88 cu in revtech, its the updated one so no problems there. Just had the
paint done with a pearl green metallic over 20 coats of paint, the pics don't do it justice. Has a
Jaybrake billet master and Brembo brakes. Rear fender ribbed 5" wide. This custom bobber is
built upon a Yamaha Roadstar foundation. Less than 12, on this engine, the bike has been
rebuilt with new and custom parts for an exceptional and unique bobber look. Custom red
wrapped exhaust straight pipes. Pulls strong and barks loud. It turns heads everywhere I've
taken it. The title remains on a even though I would consider this a custom build. Insurance on a
bike is significantly less expensive than titling it as a build. Something to consider. This is one
of many Roadstar bikes I've built this year. I know these bikes. If you have questions, please ask
- I'm sure I can easily answer any concerns or inquiry. This bike was a joy to build and even
more fun to ride. I simply want to pass this along so I can begin another project. This bike was
commissioned to be built with the highest standards and the best parts. Everything is brand
new, the whole bike has a total of shake down miles through Texas Hill Country. The bike was
built to ride and ride well. Beautiful machine, I am the first and only owner, I have the clean and
clear Texas title in my name in hand. This Knucklehead is ready for a show, to ride or display.
Please feel free to email with any questions. Thank you. Up for grabs is a ironhead chopper.
Over 8. This is a bad ass one of a kind bike. It was built on the framework of a Sportster. It has a
hardtail frame and a springer front end. Custom built bicycle with a 48 cc engine. One of a kind
frame with 3 year warranty. Max speed of 55 MPH. All Rights Reserved. Designated trademarks
and brands are the property of their respective owners. Though the bike weighs around kg 9
pounds somewhat heavy it handles like a feather. Kbb value is asking or best offer. Honda v45
magna. Free shipping on. In honda sleeved down the engine in response to tariff rate hikes for s
and the magna became the vfc. Bobber honda magna v45 you v30 cafe racer page 2
v4musclebike com honda magna cafe racer you. How did you retrofits around headlight on the
bike. This is a really nice bike for sell. The concept probably came about as a loose derivation
from the nr oval pistoned v four racer. Https www kijiji ca v view details html adid great looking
classic ride. I have over invested in this motorcycle and all the receipts to prove it. Runs really
good and absolutely nothing wrong with it. Click to share on twitter opens in new window click
to share on facebook opens in new window related. New tires new wheelbearings rebuilt forks
all. Or best offer. The honda magna was a cruiser motorcycle made from to and to and powered
by honda s v4 engine taken from the vf vfr the engine technology and layout was a descendant

of honda s racing v4 machines such as the ns and nr The introduction of this engine on the
magna and the sabre in was a milestone in the evolution of motorcycles that would culminate in
with. The v45 engine was remarkably narrow being only 16 inches wide and had perfect primary
balance making for a smooth engine. Pin On Bikes. Pin On Vidamoto. Your email address will
not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Share This: tweet. We publish regular features on custom motorcycle builds riding
gear reviews how to guides and event coverage from around the globe. If you re a fan of cafe
racer motorcycles and style then you ve come to the right place. Motorcycle led license brake
tail light turn signals for bobber cafe racer atv. Daytona housing with led turn signal d light sol.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Honda magna v30 cafe
racer tjproject honda magna v30 cafe racer tjproject honda magna v30 cafe racer tjproject
honda magna bobber. Honda magna v30 cafe racer tjproject caferacer hondamagnav30 honda
magna v30 cafe racer tjproject caferacer hondamagnav30 honda magna v30 cafe racer tjproject
caferacer hondamagnav30 50 best honda magna images bobber. Notify me of follow-up
comments by email. Notify me of new posts by email. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. About The Author masuzi. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Notify me of follow-up comments by email. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Make Honda. Model Magna. My father bought this bike in with 4,
miles on it. In seven years, he put barely miles on it. He died in and I've had the bike in my
garage ever since. I have the clean title in hand. My motorcycle mechanic neighbor evaluated
the bike earlier this year. With a new battery, he confirmed that the engine turns over, gas pump
works, brakes work, and other systems work fine. However, the carburetor has become
gummed up and must be rebuilt. In the right hands, this bike could get repaired and finally get
back on the road. The bike body is in very good condition. It has always been garaged during
the 23 years it has been in my family. There is some light tarnish on some chrome and metal.
There is one small dent on the gas tank. Otherwise, the bike is free from scratches, dents, and
other damage. Local pickup and in-person evaluation at my home in north west New Jersey can
be arranged. I'm an hour west of New York City and an hour north of Philadelphia. Buyer is
responsible for any shipping or transportation arrangements if not picked up in person. Contact
me with any questions. This is a classic V4 Muscle Bike. This is a 30 year old bike, but is in very
good condition for its age. There is one small dent on the top of the tank see pictures a few
minor scratches in paint. New battery, front tire and front brakes this season. New rear tire last
season. Garage kept and babied. I have spare left and right side covers, spare rear tail piece, tail
light, license bracket and plate light. Engine guard included but not currently installed. This bike
starts every time, and has been very fun to ride. Only selling to get something bigger. Doesn't
run, gas tank needs cleaning inside rust dust. Stopped riding when I got married 27 years ago.
There was nothing wrong with it at that time. Runs but is hard to start. Someone with time could
put in the TLC and have a nice bike but could steal have a nice deal if they took it to a shop.
Just looking to get some cash and upgrade, message me with offers at eight five nine, eight
nine three Model Magna V Never hacked! Low miles-needs nothing! Extremely clean original
condition. Runs perfect. Make Harley-Davidson. Detachable sissy bar and luggage rack, saddle
bag inserts,luggage bag,cover and battery tender included. With more displacement, lower
cruising RPMs and reduced clutch lever effort, the Ultra Classic Electra Glide delivers maximum
performance in comfort. The lower fairings feature large vent doors for weather protection and
ventilation. This bike is incredible and awesome to ride. The only reason I'm selling is that I
can't ride enough to justify keeping it at this point in time. A solo seat at Features like a mini
ape-hanger handlebar, the classic Fat Bob fuel tank, a wrap-around rear fender and Chrome,
Laced Steel wheels combine with the Twin Cam 96 engine for a stylish and powerful ride. A
wrinkle-black finish applied to the battery box, console and belt guard completes the

street-ready look. Make Suzuki. Model Boulevard C50 T. Model Dyna Street Bob. It's in very
good condition cosmetically and mechanically. I have had it for about 3 years. It is basically
stock other than the previous owner adding the custom pinstripes. I added the Vance and Hines
slip on pipes and power commander. Set up for solo rider only. New tires. Model Fat Boy LO.
Hollywood, FL. Huntington Beach, CA. Baton Rouge, LA. Carthagena, OH. North Fork, CA. Dix
Hills, NY. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda
V30 Magna. Year Make Honda Model Magna. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category
- Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Welcome to V4MuscleBike. Whether you're
looking for parts, technical advice or just want to hang out and chat, you've come to the right
place. We have a very friendly and knowledgeable group here. So please take a moment to
register and introduce yourself. Member Hey, what's up all. I finally finished putting my Magna
Bobber back together and thought I'd post it for your viewing pleasure V65 Rocketeer. Location
: Chicago Burbs. That is very cool - too bad you have to sell. What does it ride like over
bumps?? Location : Omaha, Nebraska. V65 Mike. Founding Member Location : Eugene, OR.
Looks great. I'll bet that thing is very very loud with that setup. Good luck with the sale Sorry to
hear about how that came to be. Location : Portsmouth,va. I love that it is a hard tail, but using
flat bar for the hard tail conversion makes it look like crap, it doesn't flow with rest of the frame.
Site Sponsor. Location : Brampton, Ontaxio, Canada. I don't like the whole bobber gendre -they
look like the mutants that they are. But that's just personal taste. I'd say you have vision and do
good work - even if it isn't to my taste. Chaque a son gout, frere. Carbs aren't clean until they
are clean where you can't see. Not necessarily in that order.. Visit my website at The Carb Spa
Click on the logo for more links!!! If you want full access please sign up for free as a full
member at V4MB - there are never any charges! Originally Posted by jjtv4. Originally Posted by
magnamadness. What would you run? Go with some Ape's or something sweeping back a little
more? Hard to tell in the picture Last edited by magnamadness; at AM. Reason: Oh, and by the
way Location : Charlotte, NC. As for the "real" bars looks like they would hit the tank even at a
slight turn? Maybe just the camera angle. I don't like it one bit, but on the bright side, it will
make a great parts bike after somebody wrecks it! Al Zhymers. Location : Stratford CT.
Originally Posted by mag All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - V4MuscleBike.
Remember Me? Garage Garage. Mark Forums Read. Advertising info Our Sponsors. Page 1 of 3.
Thread Tools. Join Date: Aug Posts: 15 Garage. Billfuzz Veteran. That's badass! I like. Send a
private message to Billfuzz. Find More Posts by Billfuzz. Add Billfuzz to Your Ignore List. Send a
private message to jjtv4. Find More Posts by jjtv4. Add jjtv4 to Your Ignore List. Looks Good!
Send a private message to 19Magna Find More Posts by 19Magna Add 19Magna86 to Your
Ignore List. V65 Mike Bikeless. Send a private message to V65 Mike. Find More Posts by V65
Mike. Send a private message to magnamadness. Find More Posts by magnamadness. Add
magnamadness to Your Ignore List. MagnAndy Site Sponsor. Send a private message to
MagnAndy. Visit MagnAndy's homepage! Find More Posts by MagnAndy. Quote: Originally
Posted by jjtv4 That is very cool - too bad you have to sell. Quote: Originally Posted by
magnamadness I love that it is a hard tail, but using flat bar for the hard tail conversion makes it
look like crap, it doesn't flow with rest of the frame. Quote: Originally Posted by magnamadness
1 Read my post 2 Read your response. Send a private message to mag Find More Posts by mag
Add mag to Your Ignore List. Send a private message to Blue-Grass-Tornado. Posts: 9, Garage.
Quote: Originally Posted by mag As for the "real" bars looks like they would hit the tank even at
a slight turn? Send a private message to Al Zhymers. Find More Posts by Al Zhymers. Posting
Rules. Welcome to V4MuscleBike. Whether you're looking for parts, technical advice or just
want to hang out and chat, you've come to the right place. We have a very friendly and
knowledgeable group here. So please take a moment to register and introduce yourself. Member
Its been a while since I have updated my winter overhaul, but I have been doing a little here and
a little there. Eventually I want all of the chrome blacked out, but that will probably wait till next
winter when I tear into the carbs and other motor work. My other thread, for those very few
select that were following, got all out of whack when I closed my flickr account so I will be
asking a mod to delete it the internet basically owns your pics as soon as you post it on flickr
:end rant. Still need to tackle the handlebar switches, plate holder, seat cover, misc paint, and
all the lights. Coolant overflow:. Looks good. Not really my style but I like what you have done.
Keep it up and keep the pics coming. Thanks man, I don't think it is very many peoples style. I'm
ok with it. That's what I love about bikes, customizations make every bike unique to its owner.
Location : American Fork, UT. Get that thing done and ride it to UVU so I can see it. Looks good
so far. Location : Charlottesville, VA. Love the handlebars! Bike looks like it is coming along
great! Thats custom for ya! CAn I ask how you did your seat? How did you get it to curve up like
that? I am a total newb with stuff like that so please forgive me if that is a really dumb question.

Originally Posted by Blackened. Location : Anderson, South Carolina. I love the way it's coming
so far I changed my headlight and speedo setup, and moved my plate down to the side but
haven't done much else yet. Time Machine. Location : Maryville, TN. Cool project. I agree that
one does have a unique, custom bike once done. Originally Posted by DiscardedFrog Originally
Posted by Time Machine. Originally Posted by moparstar Last edited by That1Person; at PM. A
build with jagermeister is always a good build! Nice work. Last edited by Mizzary; at PM.
Originally Posted by Mizzary. Is that a jager expantion tank? That would have to be the best bike
upgrade ive ever seen! All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - V4MuscleBike.
Remember Me? Garage Garage. Mark Forums Read. Projects and Customizing Use this forum to
share or blog your projects and to discuss customizing your bike. This is not a model specific
forum. Its open to all Musclebikes. Advertising info Our Sponsors. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools.
That1Person Veteran. Send a private message to That1Person. Find More Posts by
That1Person. Send a private message to jester. Find More Posts by jester. Add jester to Your
Ignore List. Send a private message to thx Find More Posts by thx Add thx to Your Ignore List.
Blackened Veteran. Send a private message to Blackened. Find More Posts by Blackened. Add
Blackened to Your Ignore List. Send a private message to DiscardedFrog Find More Posts by
DiscardedFrog Send a private message to Time Machine. Find More Posts by Time Machine.
Originally Posted by Time Machine Cool project. Send a private message to moparstar Find
More Posts by moparstar Add moparstar18 to Your Ignore List. Quote: Originally Posted by
moparstar18 im getting mine close to the same thing your doing i have a v30, i was wondering
where you found the rear fender and where you put all the wiring from the rear i was finding it
hard to find a location to put all that crap, thanks and cool build so far bro. Mizzary Member.
Send a private message to Mizzary. Find More Posts by Mizzary. Add Mizzary to Your Ignore
List. Quote: Originally Posted by Mizzary A build with jagermeister is always a good build!
MagsMagna Senior Member. Send a private message to MagsMagna. Find More Posts by
MagsMagna. Posting Rules. Make Honda. Project bike. Nice looking bike in good condition, but
has been sitting since Ran when parked, but will need the usual stuff Has clear ohio title. Comes
with original tool kit, and Owners Manual. I hooked a battery to it, and all the lights, gauges, and
switches seem to work just fine. Bike cranks over just fine too. Should be a fairly easy project to
get back on the road. Model Magna V This is a really nice bike for sell. Runs really good and
absolutely nothing wrong with it. If you're looking for a cruiser that gets excellent gas mileage
then this is your bike. There are minor scratches in the paint but no dents. This is definitely a
classic motorcycle. Only phone calls will be accepted. Text will be ignored. Clean Pink in hand.
I've had the carbs rebuilt and it gets New tires, new mirrors, and new grips. I've had three
different oil leaks fixed. I also had the fork tube seals replaced. Recent tune-up and the oil is
new. I just renewed the tag so it's good until Dec. Excellent starter bike. Low miles. Good
condition. Lots of power. Needs a new choke cable. Starts right up. New battery. Serviced last
summer. No time to ride. Make Harley-Davidson. Model FL Classic. Running when parked, but
non-working and registered inop for 5 years -- clean title. Parts or project. Model Magna. For
more information call or text I have owned the bike for 22 years and kept it in a garage the whole
time. I have done all the recommended services and have kept this motorcycle in excellent
shape. This bike runs but needs carburetor work and a battery. I think the fuel float is stuck
from not riding it. The back tire has very little wear. This bike is very clean for a vintage bike.
This bike was manufactured in Canada so the gauges are metric. This bike has 30, kilometers
which equates to 18, miles. This motorcycle will go fast as I am motivated to sell. I bought
myself a new bike and I need the room in my garage. Please call for more details This bike runs
and drives great. Paint and chrome are in really good condition, still shines. It is ready to ride
and doesn't need anything. It has 39, miles and is having a few issues that I don't want to deal
with. What it needs:1 A fuel pump, it works fine up to 65 miles or so on a new tank, but after that
the pump struggles intermittently and the bike acts like it's out of gas. It has a fully charged
battery, so I'm not sure what's going on. There are two small dents in the gas tank. I've had it for
10 or 11 years and have always given it what it's needed. Other things worthy of mention: 1 the
seats were recovered and have no damage you gotta have a nice seat! It's been a great bike for
me, but I was inspired and enticed by a good deal on a new Triumph, and I don't want to put
anymore money into it, so I'm selling this one. The first tire in the pics is the rear, and the
second is the front. The front tire is in great condition. I also have the original windshield and
mounts in case you want to revert to that. I've been taking it to Empire Cycle in Loretto in recent
years so they're pretty familiar with the bike , and the previous shop is Motor Sports Plus in
South St. Thanks for looking! Runs great. Has original paint and looks great. No rust. Shifts
good. Needs nothing. A true Barn find! Stored for over 25 years, this Honda Magna V45 saw the
light of day after a long slumber about two years ago. I rescued this bike with original miles on
it. Tank had no rust, so flushed and replaced all fluids, tuned it , new tires and battery, clean and

adjust carbs, and she started right up. Bike not only looks good, but is FAST! The Cylinder head
covers were also polished, as you can see. There was no wear on the cams, still looks new last
picture. Replaced Air Cleaner covers with later model polished have the etched eagle logo - I
filled with enamel paint for contrast Blackout paint was stripped and replaced with Black
reflective inserts. Black during the day, white reflective at night. You can see it in the video. Put
new custom coil wires on it, had radiator cleaned and flushed. Paint is in beautiful condition.
The only thing I didnt address was the ding in the tack from junk falling on the bike sometime in
storage. Hard to believe that this bike is 30 years old, from looks to performance. Starts up little
cold blooded , and feels tight. Handles great, and throttle to spare. Bike is located in South
Jersey. Buyer to pay all shipping costs. Only reason I am selling it as I took a job that requires
alot of travel and dont get the time to ride. I purchased this bike last fall when my primary bike
was being built. Now its my extra. I bought this bike with 10, miles on it, and it had the original
31 year old fork seals and tires. Those both were replaced immediately, and the bike runs and
handles excellent and I have put about miles on them. For those not familiar with the original
Honda Magna line and their history. Starting in Honda imported the V45 cc along with its big
brother the V65 cc. In the crybabies at Harley Davidson went blubbering to the US Congress
complaining that they couldn't compete with the superior bikes that were being produced by the
Japanese. Congress stepped in to protect the pansies at Harley and imposed higher tariffs on
imported bikes over cc's. Honda stopped importing the V45 cc and started making the V42 cc
and thus the V42 Magna was born I bought this bike to fill the void when I was rebuilding my
Yamaha VMax, it had 10, miles on it, I replaced the old tires and had the front forks resealed.
There are two small imperfections on the tank, one on the right side front just n front of the
Honda logo, it has a dimple where the tank has been pushed in but the paint surface is fine, and
is about the size of a half dollar.. The other one is a small belt buckle mark just in front of the
seat the mark is through the clear coat and finish paint layer, but not the primer. The photo of
this mark didn't come out very well, but I will take another one later. Near as I can tell this bike
has never been dropped or seen rain, the engine bolts and instrument cluster look brand new,
and the seat is immaculate with zero tears, wear marks or even any blemishes and tank finish
look like it just rolled off the showroom floor. The tabs have expired, but I will get new ones this
week so they won't expire for another year. This is one cherry bike, and comes with a set of
highway pegs that I never got around to taking off the bike. The Super Magna is fun compact
package of sport , muscle, and agility. This bike has very very low miles and is a blast to ride!
Dont get me wrong she has a few very minor bumps from over the years but you truly cant beat
the value and fun factor this machine brings to the table. Come toss a leg over and see if this
bike is a good fit. The V-Four design had only been used a few times in the history of
Motorcycles, most noteably by Matchless. The concept probably came about as a loose
derivation from the NR oval pistoned V-Four racer. The V45 engine was remarkably narrow,
being only 16 inches wide, and had perfect primary balance, making for a smooth engine. In ,
Honda sleeved down the engine in response to tariff rate hikes for 's, and the Magna became
the VFC. In it grew back to cc. Various mechanical and cosmetic changes were introduced over
the years, but the basic core of the Magna remained the same. Wet weight was lb's. Engine:
dohc 4-valve degree V-fourDisplacement: ccTransmission: 6-speedSeat height: Huntington
Beach, CA. Williamsburg, VA. Davis, CA. Winter Springs, FL. Eau Gallie, FL. Morristown, TN.
Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda V45
Magna. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model
Magna. Make Honda 8 Harley-Davidson 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Picture submitted by anonymous user.. Submit more
pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review Sell this
motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes.
Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the respective
owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web uses cookies.
About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle catalogue and
Motorcycle c
computer cooling fan wiring diagram
router wiring diagram
car speaker wiring diagram
lassifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Compression :. Bore x
stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's top
providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Ships to most
countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Join the 84 Honda

V30 Magna discussion group or the general Honda discussion group. List related bikes for
comparison of specs. Sell or buy used bikes? Ads are free. You can list all Honda V30 Magna
available and also sign up for e-mail notification when such bikes are advertised in the future.
Bikez has a high number of users looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should
view the list of related motorbikes Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the
rating of the bike's engine performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this Honda bike.
Value for money for the Honda V30 Magna: You can also compare bikes.

